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Abstract. Mass resolution (M/ΔMFWHM) was in-
creased by reducing the axial length of a Fourier
transform electrostatic linear ion trap (FT-ELIT)
mass spectrometer. The increase in mass reso-
lution corresponds directly to increased axial ion
frequencies in the FT-ELIT. Increased mass res-
olution was demonstrated for equivalent transient
lengths in a 5.25″ versus 2.625″ ELIT using the
isotopes of [bradykinin+2H]2+ and [insulin+5H]5+

as test ions. Both bradykinin and insulin show
mass resolution increases of ~ 90% allowing baseline resolution of the [insulin+5H]5+ isotopes after only
300 ms of data acquisition. Relative changes in mass/charge range were explored using mirror switching to trap
ions injected axially into the ELIT.When trapping ions usingmirror switching, themass/charge range in a FT-ELIT
mass spectrometer for a given switch time is determined by the time required for fast ions to enter and exit the trap
after one reflection versus the time it takes for slow ions to enter the trap. By reducing the length of the FT-ELIT
mass spectrometer while maintaining a constant distance from the point from which ions are initially accelerated
to the entrance mirror, only the lowm/z limit is affected for a given mirror switching time. For the two ELIT lengths
examined here, the effective mass/charge range at any given switch time is reduced from m/zlow-8.9*m/zlow for
the 5.25″ ELIT to m/zlow-5.2*m/zlow for the 2.625″ ELIT.
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Introduction

In Fourier transform mass spectrometry (FT-MS), mass res-
olution (M/ΔMFWHM) is directly related to the frequencies of

detected ions. Increased mass resolution results in increased
spectral peak capacity and potentially higher mass measure-
ment accuracy making high resolution mass spectrometers
particularly useful for complexmixture analysis [1–4]. Existing
methods to increase mass resolution relative to magnitude
mode FT-based mass analysis include: data processing tech-
niques that consider phase information [5–8], extending data
acquisition times [9, 10], and increasing the detection frequen-
cies [11–13]. Increasing detection frequencies can be achieved

by increasing the number of detection events [11, 12, 14],
increasing the magnetic field strength in Fourier transform
ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometers (FT-ICR) [15],
or by increasing the number of axial oscillations per unit time
in electrostatic traps such as the Orbitrap™ [13] and electro-
static linear ion traps (ELIT) [16, 17]. Alternatively, detection
at higher harmonics using multiple detection electrodes, which
was first demonstrated in the FT-ICR community [11, 18–21],
can lead to resolution increases in proportion to the number of
detection electrodes. Use of frequency multiplying traps has
been limited, however, largely due to the complex nature of the
frequency spectra (fractional harmonics) that can arise from
imperfectly positioned electrodes. Harmonic overtones natu-
rally exist in many FTMS devices due to signal deviation from
an ideal sine-wave. Naturally occurring harmonics are often
regarded as spectral artifacts and are widely considered a
nuisance as they complicate spectral interpretation [22]. Under
conditions in which transient length is pressure-limited, how-
ever, resolution increases linearly with harmonic order [23, 24].
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Multiple detectors have been used in charge detection mass
spectrometry (CDMS) tomeasure the mass of large ion species.
CDMS using multiple detectors was initially done using array
detection systems such as those developed by Jarrold et al. [25],
Austin et al. [26], and Gamero-Castaño [27]. In addition to
array detection, measuring induced ion signal multiple times,
using an ELIT or Conetrap, has also been used to increase the
accuracy of m/z and charge measurements in CDMS [28].
Furthermore, the Williams group has implemented a trapping
device that also utilizes an array detection scheme [29]. Where-
as CDMS analyzes single ion species and focuses primarily on
multiply-charged megadalton ions, electrostatic linear ion traps
are also used as conventional mass spectrometers by injecting
ion bunches [30]. Introducing multiple detectors in ensemble
measurements using an FT-ELIT necessitates precise align-
ment else fractional harmonic are manifested [12].

By reducing the axial length of an ELIT, frequencies and
thus resolution are increased at equivalent transient lengths.
The introduction of the high-field Orbitrap™ allowed for
higher detected frequencies by reducing the dimensions of
the mass analyzer and thereby increasing the electric field
strength between the inner spindle and outer electrode [13].
Reducing the size of the Orbitrap™ resulted in a frequency
increase of ~ 1.8-fold when compared to the standard
Orbitrap™. In much the same way, detected ion frequencies
in a FT-ELIT can be increased by simply reducing the spaces
between opposing ion mirrors. Herein, the performance of a
Bminiaturized^ ELIT is described to demonstrate the influ-
ence of reducing the trap axial dimension on mass resolution
and mass/charge range. Comparisons to a previously used
ELIT are drawn to demonstrate the relative performance
differences between each device. The miniaturized ELIT
has been modified by reducing the spacing between the
electrodes making up the ion mirrors and by reducing the
space separating the ion mirrors. The properties and operation
of the previous ELIT have been discussed at length elsewhere
[3] and are mentioned here only as means of comparison with
the smaller ELIT discussed here.

Experimental
Materials

Bradykinin acetate salt and insulin (from bovine pancreas)
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA).
Methanol (MeOH) was purchased from Thermo Fisher Scien-
tific (Waltham, MA, USA). Glacial acetic acid (AcOH) was
purchased from Mallinckrodt (Phillipsburg, NJ, USA). HPLC-
grade water (H2O) was purchased from Fisher Scientific (Pitts-
burgh, PA, USA). LC/MS tuning mix for ESI (G2421A) was
purchased fromAgilent Technologies (Santa Clara, CA, USA).
Insulin was prepared to a final concentration of 100 μM in
49.5/49.5/1 v/v/v MeOH/H2O/AcOH. Bradykinin was pre-
pared to a final concentration of 20 μM in 49.5/49.5/1 v/v/v
MeOH/H2O/AcOH.

Mass Spectrometry

All experiments were carried out on a home-built mass spectrom-
eter. The ELIT described previously has been replaced with a
shorter trap in which the spacings between electrodes have been
reduced by a factor of 2 (plates 1 to 3 = 3.81mm, plate 3 to central
housing = 5.715 mm). Spacings are maintained using alumina
spacers (Kimball Physics). In addition, the length of the central
housing was reduced from 50.8 to 25.4 mm. The nano-
electrospray ionization (nESI) source and the method by which
ions are concentrated and injected into the electrostatic linear ion
trap (ELIT) have been described [30]. The electrostatic linear ion
traps described in this work are 2.625″ and 5.25″ in length
measured from the beginning of the first trapping electrode to
the end of the last trapping electrode.

The charge-sensitive detection electronics have been described
previously [31, 32]. The output of the charge sensitive preampli-
fier (A250, Amptek) was filtered (band-pass, Krohn-Hite Model
3945, Brockton,MA) and amplified (gain = 5) prior to digitization
by a PCI-based digitizer (CS1621, 16-bit, Gage Applied
Technologies, Lanchine, Quebec, Canada) at a rate of 10 MS/s

Figure 1. (top) Detected ion frequencies for [insulin+5H]5+ ions
in the 5.25″ (red) and 2.625″ (black) ELITs. eFT mass spectra of
[insulin+5H]5+ ions for a 250 ms transient using the 5.25″ (red)
and 2.625″ (black) ELITs. Theoretical fits for the insulin data are
provided in Supplemental Figure 1.
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(AC coupled, 1 MΩ input impedance, 25 MHz low-pass filter
enabled). A program written in LabVIEW 13.0 (National Instru-
ments, Austin, TX) was used to acquire each transient for FT
analysis. A custom program, written in MATLAB 2017a, was
used to process the transients using the enhanced Fourier trans-
form (eFT) [8].

Ion Optical Simulations

A model of the trapping quadrupole, intermediate lenses, dif-
ferential pumping region, and 2.625″ ELIT was constructed in
SIMION v8.1. An additional model using the 5.25″ ELIT was
also constructed for theoretical frequency and mass range

comparisons. For mass range simulations, ions were initialized
within a cylindrical distribution (radius = 0.1 mm, length = 1 mm)
located near the end exit of our trapping quadrupole with kinetic
energies uniformly distributed between of 0.01 and 0.02 eV.
Collisional cooling using nitrogen gas was simulated via a hard-
sphere collisionmodel that was included in the SIMION software.
The trapping quadrupole was operated at 816 kHz with the RF
amplitude set such that them/z being trapped had a q value of 0.4
on the Matheiu stability diagram. The LINACII electrodes, rod
offset, and exit lens were held at 700 V, 1990 V, and 1978 V
during the 2-ms ion thermalization step. Ions were ejected from
the trapping quadrupole by pulsing the exit lens from 1978 to
1500 V at a zero crossing of the RF. After ion injection,

Figure 2. eFT mass spectrum of Agilent ESI Tuning Mix (G2421A) from 500 to 3000 m/z (150 ms transient, 100 averages) with
correspondingm/z values, resolutions (FWHM), and calculated instrument proportionality constants. The * indicates higher harmonics.
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the background pressure was set to zero to avoid unstable trajec-
tories caused by ion/neutral collisions. Mass/charge range simu-
lations for Figures 4 and 5were done by injecting 100 ions of each
mass-to-charge ratio from 100 to 8000 m/z in 50 m/z increments.
Lowm/z limit simulations were done with 100 ions of each mass-
to-charge ratio from 100 to 1500m/z in 10m/z increments in order
to better approximate the low m/z limits of the 2.625″ and 5.25″
ELIT.

Results and Discussion
Mass Resolution

Reduction in the axial dimension of an ELIT at constant
trapping voltages can be used to increase the detected frequen-
cies of ions in the device thereby increasingmass resolution per
unit acquisition time. Reducing the length of our ELIT by a
factor of 2 resulted in a ~ 90% increase in oscillation frequen-
cies. The frequency increase and the resulting resolution in-
crease are demonstrated using ions of the + 5 charge state of
bovine insulin in Figure 1. After a 250-ms data acquisition
time, the isotopes of [insulin+5H]5+ are not fully resolved in the
5.25″ ELIT; however, in the 2.625″ ELIT, the + 5 charge state
is baseline resolved with a resolution increase equal to the
observed frequency increase. Peak shifting on the right side
of the red spectra in Figure 1 is a result of space charge due to
high ion densities. We have demonstrated previously that at
lower ion densities (i.e., shorter accumulation times), peaks
remain uncoalesced [23].

In an FT-ELIT, resolution, R, increases linearly with acqui-
sition time, Tacq, and decreases with the square root of m/z. In
the absence of dephasing, resolution follows the equation
below:

R ¼ CT acq= m=zð Þ1=2

where C is a proportionality constant that depends on the
device. This proportionality constant is directly related to
mass resolution and should be independent of mass/
charge value provided detected ion signals persist over
the duration of the acquisition time. In Figure 2, mea-
sured proportionality constants are reported over a range
of m/z values (~ 1800 m/z) produced using Agilent LC/
MS tuning mix for ESI (G2421A). The consistency of
the proportionality constants over a wide m/z range dem-
onstrates that the increased mass resolution in the mini-
aturized device applies for a wide range of masses under
a single fixed set of trapping conditions, which demon-
strates the ability of the FT-ELIT to operate as a broad-
band mass spectrometer.

A mass resolution of ~ 37,400 FWHM was achieved for
the + 2 charge state of bradykinin at m/z 530.8 using a
300 ms acquisition time in the 2.625″ ELIT. For compar-
ison, an equivalent acquisition time on the 5.25″ FT-ELIT
yielded a resolution of roughly 20,050 FWHM for the
same m/z value (see Figure 3). Alternatively, in the
2.625″ ELIT, a resolution of approximately 20,050 FWHM
can be reached after only 154 ms of data acquisition. Using
t h e p r opo r t i on a l i t y c on s t a n t s c a l c u l a t e d f o r
[bradykinin+2H]2+ ion in the 5.25″ and 2.625″ ELITs,

Figure 3. Theoretical resolution trends for the 2.625″ (black) and 5.25″ (red) FT-ELIT mass analyzers atm/z 530.8 based on the average
proportionality constant calculated using eFTmass spectra of bradykinin2+ from100, 150, 200, 250, and 300ms transients in either device
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theoretical resolutions for different acquisition times were cal-
culated and plotted in Figure 3. Such plots illustrate the relative

resolution performance of the two analyzers and can be used to
predict resolution for different acquisition times.

Figure 4. Mass/charge range simulated as a function of mirror switching time (μs). Agilent ESI tuningmix (G2421A) fromm/z 500 to
3000 (150 ms transient, 100 averages). The * indicates higher harmonics

Figure 5. Ions trapped with an efficiency of at least 50% for mirror switching times from 6 to 16 μs in the 2.625″ ELIT. Trapping
efficiencies were determined using SIMION v8.1. Ions between them/zhigh (red) and them/zlow (black) are stably trapped for a given
mirror switching time
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Mass/Charge Range

Ion capture in an ELIT can be affected by either Bpotential
lift^ or Bmirror switching^ approaches, both of which have
been described previously [33]. Of the two techniques,
mirror switching offers larger mass/charge ranges and is
used in the current work. Mirror switching involves the
release of ions from an accumulation quadrupole while the
entrance mirror voltage is low enough to allow ions to
enter the ELIT with a subsequent increase in the entrance
mirror voltage (i.e., mirror switching) to capture the ions
that are in the ELIT. The time between dumping the ions
from the accumulation quadrupole and the switching of the
entrance mirror voltage to capture ions in the ELIT, re-
ferred to herein as the mirror switching time, determines
the mass/charge range of the ions captured in the ELIT.
Ions with flight times from the accumulation quadrupole to
the entrance mirror that are roughly equal to or longer than
the mirror switching time are too slow to enter the ELIT,
which establishes the upper m/z limit. The lower m/z limit
coincides with ions with flight times from the exit of the
accumulation quadrupole to the far mirror and back out of
the ELIT that are roughly equal to or less than the mirror
switching time. Experimental mass/charge ranges are dem-
onstrated in Figure 4 using Agilent LC/MS tuning mix for
ESI (G2421A).

Upper and lower m/z limits of the 2.625″ ELIT were calcu-
lated using various mirror switching times in SIMION v8.1 for
the geometries and voltages relevant to the experiments of
Figure 4 and the results were consistent with the experimental
observations for the tuning mix. In Figure 5, trappedm/z values
between 6 and 16 μs switch times are used to illustrate the
relationship between mirror switching time and m/z range for
the 2.625″ ELIT using a 50% trapping efficiency as an arbitrary
working regime to define the upper and lowerm/z limits. Fits of
the lower (m/zlow) and upper (m/zhigh)m/z limits as functions of
the mirror switching time are shown as black and red lines,
respectively. The data approximately follow a power-of-2 re-
lationship which is consistent with the relationship between ion
velocity andm/z. The ratio of the coefficients in the two fits can
be used to estimate the mass range at any mirror switching time
(i.e., m/zhigh = 5.2*m/zlow). For comparison, in the 5.25″ ELIT,
an analogous simulation exercise yielded the relationship
m/zhigh = 8.9*m/zlow. Hence, for a given low m/z limit, the
longer ELIT yields a roughly 71% larger upper m/z limit.
Alternatively, for a given upper m/z limit, which corresponds
to a given mirror switching time, the lower m/z limit for the
2.625″ ELIT is 1.71× greater than that of the 5.25^ ″ ELIT.

Conclusions
Reducing the length of FT-ELIT mass spectrometers offers a
simple way to enhance mass resolution albeit with a propor-
tionally reduced mass range. Mass resolution increases linearly
with frequency. For an equivalent transient length, which im-
plies an equivalent path-length, resolution is higher in a shorter

ELIT. Mass resolution in a 2.625″ ELIT increased by ~ 90%
when compared to a 5.25″ ELIT. Although a shorter trap has
higher mass resolution, it has a smaller mass/charge range. For
mirror switching at a fixed distance from the ion accumulation
quadrupole to the entrance mirror and a fixed mirror switching
time, the upper m/z limit is independent of the length of the
ELIT. Only the lowm/z limit is affected by reducing the length
of the ELIT. For the instrument geometry used in this work, the
m/z range for the 5.25″ ELIT was reduced from (m/zlow − 8.9 -
m/zlow) to (m/zlow − 5.2m/zlow) when reducing the trap length to
2.625″. However, them/z range is readily adjusted by changing
the mirror switching time. Hence, it is possible, in principle, to
access a practically unlimited m/z range by stitching together
spectra obtained at different mirror switching times.
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